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PLEASE READ: ROMANS 12:1-2 & THESSALONIANS 5:23-24 (MSG)

Introduction

Our society is constantly on the search for a perfect image especially when it comes to our 
bodies.  Toned, tanned, fit images appear on the covers of magazines & in ads on your TV & 
social media continuously. 
 
These unrealistic images are ingrained into our minds.  Our mind, which controls our thoughts 
about what is beautiful & even what we seem to think is healthy, then tells us we have got to do 
something to get our bodies to look like those images. 
 
But what if I told you that everything you think about health, especially in relation to eating, 
might be wrong? 
 
Our health is so much more than our weight, our ability to look fit & the appearance we give the 
world physically.   
 
Our health is wrapped up in our body, mind, soul & spirit.  In God’s original design He desired 
for us to be completely whole, knowing where our identity was planted & eating whole healthy 
foods, in order to serve Him & help us live our lives in abundance. 
 
Unfortunately, the enemy {Satan} stole our understanding of our wholeness in God, so we are 
left with the search of seeking a way to look beautiful on the outside to feel like we are loved & 
accepted on the inside. 
 
The enemy left us confused about how valuable we are.  We forget to live like we have a Father 
who loves us & is cheering us on to walk confidently in His abundance.   
 
For far too long, we have looked at the images the world gives us & we have let them take root 
in our hearts & minds that we are not good enough, special enough or worthy enough of love 
unless we can look a certain way. 
 
We believe that losing 10 pounds, toning our arms or obtaining a six pack of abs will 
bring us fulfillment, joy or dare I say, love. 
 
In the next 5 days, I hope to help you discover that your health is a perspective 
that God wants you to have of how He wants your body, mind & soul to be in 
alignment with His best for you.
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PLEASE READ:  GENESIS 2:8-3:13 & ROMANS 5:12-21

Day 1

How often do you begin a casual conversation with someone only for it to end in the dreaded 
area of weight or body image?  Think about your most recent conversations with your 
girlfriends.  Maybe you said something like: I can’t wear that because it makes me look fat, that 
style doesn’t look good on my round little body, or my arms are too big for tank tops. 
 
 Or if you’re a guy, the conversations about your body are more internal ones you have with 
yourself, but they manifest in trying to out lift the other guys at the gym or attempts to look 
muscular.  Just because men’s body image struggles are less talked about than women’s 
doesn’t mean they don’t exist.   
 
 We so often end up in conversations or thought patterns where we are bashing our own 
bodies.  Our culture has led us into a body obsession in all the wrong ways for all the wrong 
reasons.  
 
Not only are we obsessed with our body but also we are obsessed with our food.  I’m not 
talking about a desire for eating healthy, sustainable, whole foods, I’m talking about obsessions 
over counting calories, restrictive diets & losing 10 pounds so you can be ready for your next 
big life event. 
 
God gave Adam & Eve a garden full of good food.  This food represented their freedom, but 
along came the serpent & twisted the truth to make them believe the food represented 
bondage.   
 
Our body image problem began long before we were born.  It started in the garden when Adam 
& Eve decided to believe the lie that they didn’t already portray the image of God.  Once they 
realized their nakedness {which they previously had no problem with} they became ashamed.  
 
Never once did God condemn them.  God gave a suitable & necessary consequence for the 
sin, but He didn’t condemn Adam & Eve.  The enemy’s lie & their own self-condemnation led 
them to want to cover their bodies.  In fact, in Genesis 3:21, God makes them clothing 
from animal skins as a representation that He would cover their shame & as a 
prophetic picture that Jesus would someday cover ours. 
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CONTINUED

Day 1

Satan wants to keep us in a cycle of performance.  If he can keep us there, then we are stuck in 
bondage.  Your whole life becomes about achieving, but God wants to meet us where we are 
right now & show us that our life is actually about receiving His goodness.  
 
This lie of performance shows up in the world of, I want to look a certain way, weigh a certain 
amount & be perceived as having a certain body image.  There is NOTHING wrong with 
pursuing health, even physical health, but if that goal occupies more of our heart & mind space 
than the work of God does, then we are out of balance & unhealthy.   
 
 
Where do you struggle the most with your health?  {body image, making good choices, calorie 
restriction/indulgence} 
 
Today, ask God what lies about your health, about food or about Him you believe.    
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PLEASE READ: JOSHUA 14: 6-14

Day 2

The enemy has fooled us into seeking lasting security {identity} in short-term pleasures.  Our 
bodies are a gift from God, to be used to serve Him & those around us.  We should feel strong 
& healthy; we should be able to say, just like Caleb did in Joshua 14, ‘I am as strong today as I 
was 40 years ago’.   
 
Unfortunately, in our modern times, we have become overrun by processed foods, yo-yo 
dieting, Hollywood that constantly tells us what we should look like & a medical industry that is 
happy to help us achieve the perfect body. 
 
How in the world could Caleb say, “I am as strong this day as on the day Moses sent me; just 
as my strength was then, so now is my strength”? 
 
Caleb knew a formula for abundant physical living.  He followed the Lord with his whole heart, 
he ate what God gave him & he was continuously physically active. 
 
Notice the order:  Spiritual nourishment then physical nourishment.    
 
We can’t get these 2 things out of order.  The moment we begin to focus more on our bodies 
than we do on God, we have created an idol, which means we have fallen into sin. 
 
God cares more about our overall health than he does our weight.  Our overall health includes 
our spiritual, mental & physical health.  Our bodies, soul & mind are one being & all the parts of 
us must be balanced.   When one part is off kilter, the rest of our life suffers.   
 
Our world focuses so much on the external part of our physicality that the internal part of our 
soul health & our mental health falls apart.    
 
We have been tricked into believing we need to look muscular, obtain a certain weight or have 
a specific body type to have an identity in this world.   
 
Aging is inevitable on this earth, but at 20, 40, 60 or 80, we should be as 
whole &  healthy as is possible within our human ability.  We have the ability 
to make choices in every area of life & our choices often dictate much of our 
health outcome.   Sustainable choices lead to a sustainable outcome.    
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CONTINUED

Day 2

What that means is that consistent positive health choices over a long period of time will lead to 
consistent results. 
 
Our goal for eating healthy, working out  & nourishing our whole body should be to be able to 
serve God until the day He takes us from this earth {sustainable}, not to have a perfect body by 
swimsuit season {not-sustainable}.  
 
Being thin & muscular is not an indication of health.  And by the same standard, looking a bit 
“overweight” is not an indication of an unhealthy body. 
 
Besides the basic things you would think of surrounding health like sleep, stress & food, we 
must consider the spiritual, mental & emotional health factors of our lives. 
 
If our bodies are physically fit & our relationship with God is non-existent, or our relationships 
with people are crumbling, then we need to re-evaluate our overall health. 
 
Achieving long-term balance is possible.  Of course, there are seasons in life that ebb & flow 
where one or more areas of health {spiritual, mental & emotional} are off, but when we look at 
the big picture of our lives, our focus on God will balance the years.  He can make the sum of 
our life greater than the length of all our days. 
 
 
How can you move your focus of overall health to long-term thinking versus simply a short-term 
goal? 
 
Today ask God to re-align your thoughts around your health to be able to live a balanced & 
abundantly sustainable healthy lifestyle. 
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PLEASE READ: MATTHEW 6:19-34 & JOHN 10:1-10

Day 3

Why do you want to be healthy?   
 
We are all motivated by something & I would offer that all motivation falls into one of two 
categories:  FEAR or LOVE. 
 
We worry so much about our physical looks that we don’t trust in Jesus & our thoughts of worry 
are wrapped up in lies that we believe from the outside world which stems from fear.  
 
The “thief” who has come to steal, kill & destroy has done so by plastering images of perfect 
bodies all over magazines & social media.  He has told us that if we could just lose a little bit of 
weight, we would be happy, healthy & more liked {loved} by those around us. 
 
Out of fear, we are chasing a “desirable” body that we’ve seen on someone else because that 
“perfect” body somehow makes us think that the life lived in it is perfect too. 
 
While there are actually great reasons to manage our body weight, eat healthily & be active, if 
we believe these things are the solution to all our problems, then we are wrong.  
 
Jesus is the solution to all our problems.  Our level of health will either help us live for Him or 
not. 
 
If we are healthy {eating well, sleeping well, minimizing stress & being active} we will be able to 
serve our Father, our family, our friends, our church & our community.  Eating whole, 
unprocessed foods will give us the energy we need to be able to sustain this service for a long 
period of time.  Choosing to work on our health will allow us to enjoy life more. 
 
These motivations come from a place of love.  Loving God, loving ourselves & loving the people 
we are given.    
 
One of the greatest offerings of love we could ever give to God is to live a 
life of self-control & offer Him our healthiest self for His service.  Respectively, 
it’s the greatest gift we could give the people in our lives as well - the healthiest 
version of our self. 
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CONTINUED

Day 3

But choosing to diet only to lose weight is going to leave us feeling defeated & unsuccessful. 
Our motivation is wrong when we simply choose to lose weight instead of getting healthy. 
 
Our health involves way more than our weight, the food we eat or the way we look, ultimately it 
involves truth.  What truth do we believe & what lies do we believe?   
 
If our eye is the lamp of our body, then what we look at & focus on will have our attention.  In 
the same respect, what we listen to {the Shepherd or the thief} will have our audible focus & 
what we focus on will become the biggest thing in our lives.   
 
If I am focused on Jesus then I increase my ability to show goodness, kindness, faithfulness, 
and self-control over my life & my body, but if I give my attention to the body image that the 
world {again the thief, Satan} wants me to see then I will become more fearful, thus focusing on 
how I need to perform or behave to gain significance. 
 
If I ask you to think of 6th grade you immediately have an image in your head because you 
were there & you experienced it.   If in turn, I ask you to think of your identity in Christ, do you 
immediately have an image in your heart, mind & soul of what that is? 
 
How much of our attention are we giving to the perfect body image & our restrictive diets to 
obtain what we believe will give us distinction in this world, when all the images we are trying to 
emulate aren’t even real.   
 
Instead let’s focus on the real image of Jesus, who showed us exactly how to live & then 
sacrificially gave us the Holy Spirit to help us walk in those ways.   
 
As believers, we have to detox ourselves from the ways of the world in order to go into the 
world.  We do this by making Jesus our biggest focus & letting Him guide us into 
living a life that seeks to glorify Him.   
 
How can you change your focus from what the world calls healthy to the truth of 
what God says about your health? 
 
Today ask Jesus to help you focus on Him in the area of your health instead of 
believing lies about a stereotype you should fit into.  
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PLEASE READ: GALATIANS 4:8-9 & 5:1 (TPT)  & MATTHEW 15:32

Day 4

Why is it so easy to return to the bondage of the past?  The lies we believe, the sins we think 
we have conquered & the performance cycle that keeps us striving?   
 
 Why is it easy to start a new diet, lose weight, {seemingly} feel better & have more energy but 
then fall back into our old way of eating & go back to food guilt & body shame?   
 
The answer is found in the Law that was given in the Old Testament which always left people 
short of the mark of righteousness.  You see the Law {10 commandments} was given as a 
standard of how people should live but the standard was so high, no one could obey it all the 
time.  It left people too concerned about rules & not concerned enough about their relationship 
with God. 
 
Just like diets & the search for the perfect body leave us very concerned about following rules & 
achieving goals, but doesn’t teach us how to operate out of grace, love & even joy. 
 
The rules are performance.  Rules don’t work in real life because eventually, something will “trip 
us up.”  But if we walk in grace, then we do the best we can & when we are weak, God fills in 
the rest & makes us strong.  The grace we experience by simply choosing to fill our “temple” 
with whole foods is love. 
 
We learn to love ourselves better, our family better & God better when we live in grace. 
 Because we will always be satisfied, full & energetic by eating whole foods, we won’t have the 
relapse of performing for strict rules {diets}.  Grace gives us restraint to keep us on a narrow 
path that leads to an abundant life. 
 
Jesus knows our physical needs are as real as our spiritual needs.  Throughout His earthly 
ministry, He focused on both so people could be made completely whole.  We cannot ignore 
the physical & only focus on the spiritual & the opposite is true – we cannot ignore the spiritual 
 & only focus on the physical.  The balance between the 2 entities of our being is crucial. 
 
Anything we seek {body image} apart from God will eventually fail.  This is why 
dieting always fails.  Diets are created to pull our focus toward restrictive 
rules & numbers.  A lifestyle of whole food eating knows that grace abounds.   
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COTNINUED

Day 4

There is plenty of food & we eat it to be nourished.  We enjoy it because God has given us the 
ability to taste & smell its goodness.  Enjoying food is not a sin. 
 
Seeking anything above God is a sin.  Once God is in the highest position of your pursuits, 
everything else will fall into place.    
 
 
What area of your health is out of balance in regards to your relationship with your heavenly 
Father? 
 
Today, ask God to help you restore your pursuit of Him to its rightful place.     
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PLEASE READ: JOHN 15:5, 1 CORINTHIANS 6:12, 19-20 & GALATIANS 5:22-23

Day 5

Machines are made to be busy; we {humans} are made to be fruitful.  Machines can work off of 
numbers & formulas because their parts & pieces are all the same.   In vast contradiction to 
parts & pieces, humans are each created individually.  Our bodies, though similar, all function 
quite uniquely. 
 
This is why simply counting calories & holding ourselves to a restricted diet that focuses on 
numbers for our food or numbers on a scale doesn’t work.  Nor do the rules of a diet ever work. 
 We don’t all need to eat the same amount of food or weigh the same. 
 
If you lived in Corinth in Bible times, you would have had a clear understanding that a temple 
was a holy, sacred place.  Domed ceilings, intricate columns, exquisite woodwork overlaid with 
gold & silver would’ve been your immediate, vivid mind picture when you heard the word temple 
& you would’ve been a bit shocked to think of comparing your body to such.  
 
I think as believers we passively overlook this, dare I say, overused passage.  If you grew up in 
the church, you probably heard this passage all your life, quoted by people who wanted to 
make a point of how you should dress, how you should eat or drink & whether or not you should 
subject your body to any long-standing changes of holes or ink. 
 
But Paul wasn’t telling the Corinthians what they should wear or do to their bodies, he was 
trying to help them understand that our physical desires are not a pass toward self-focus.  
 
He wanted them to understand that giving in to indulgence, in the case of overeating, or self- 
deprivation as with restrictive dieting, would bind them to that behavior.  Thus it becomes sin, 
which would only enslave them to the things of this world once again. 
 
But Jesus had already set them free from the things of the world.  He has also set us free. 
The sin & shame that was ingrained in our DNA back in the garden surrounding food 
was taken away by the covering of grace given to us through Jesus’ resurrection. 
And jointly with that covering of grace, we were given the Holy Spirit as a helper to 
give us self-control to restrain our human nature of indulgent choices.   
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COTNINUED

Day 5

Enjoying a piece of cake isn’t wrong.  Eating healthy isn’t wrong. Our desires aren’t even 
wrong.  But like the Corinthians, what is wrong is our action towards always satisfying our flesh. 
 There is a time for enjoying some satisfaction for our desires & a time to constrain those 
desires. 
 
We must use the Helper God gave us to exhibit the fruit of His Spirit in our lives.  By choosing 
His ways, the fruit grows & our lives become more full of goodness.  By abiding in Him, we are 
making a choice to attach ourselves to His presence in our lives.   
 
Friend, we must start living our lives like we are a temple of the Holy Spirit.  We are infinitely 
more valuable to Him than the most ornate earthly structure could ever be.  Our bodies, no 
matter our physical makeup, are sacred places in which He is pleased to reside.   
 
God is more interested in what we do with our bodies & how we handle the treasure of health 
that He has entrusted to us, than whether we look a certain way or fit into a certain size of 
clothing  
 
 
What would happen if we walked around believing what Paul said about our bodies being a 
temple that carries the very Spirit of the Lord? 
 
Today, ask your Father to help you learn to abide in Him in regards to your health & to view 
your “temple” the way He does.  Ask Him for self-control to make choices regarding all areas 
of your health in a way that honors Him.   
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